President duties assumed May 3rd after ASPAN’s virtual pre-con

- Created post-con pre-work surveys and pre-reads for the ASPAN strategic planning session and distributed to the BOD members
- Post-Con ASPAN Strategic Planning Sessions, created general education for the BOD on board structure, lines of accountability, authority and communication and an education on SMART goals for sessions held post-con in collaboration with Terry Clifford who then facilitated our sessions (thank you Terry Clifford and the BOD, fantastic job, very proud of the end result!!!)
- Launched weekly phone calls between CEO, president and VP
- Launched 3 new strategic work teams: Well-being SWT (co-led by Kim Godfrey & Juli Reynolds), Humanitarian global Outreach (HuGO) SWT (Maureen Iacono & Cindy Ladner), and the Innovation SWT (Terry Clifford and Rachel Moses)
- Participated in phone calls planning ASPAN COVID19 research study, led by Dr. Peggy McNeill, with Dr. Daphne Stannard and select members of the ASPAN Research Committee
June

- Held townhalls with ALAPAN leadership (Elizabeth Card, Jenny Kilgore, Keisha Franks and Kevin Dill)
- Requested creation of ASPAN “News for Members” website tab to post letters from the president to other organizations to increase transparency and communication with ASPAN members
- Began regular face book posts and email blasts
- Began regular communication with component leadership
- Signed onto a multi-organizational letter to the White House to support mental health needs of nurses during the pandemic
June

- Led creation of the ASPAN BOD Statement on Inequity and Discrimination (available on ASPAN News for Members)
- Signed on for ASPAN to support the Nursing Community Coalition letter to support $278 million for the Title VIII Nursing Workforce Development
- Invited the American Association of Nurse Anesthetist (AANA), and the Association of PeriOperative Nurses (AORN) in creating a joint Nurse Civility Task Force with ASPAN
- Finalized ASPAN Directory
- ASPAN current contribution to CSPS Pam Windle and Dina Krenzischek: In progress, correct site surgery research study with 8 hospitals (Preop) involved and workplace violence educational module series. These are major projects of CSPS and ASPAN is leading them!
- New ASPAN Strategic Plan launched and posted on the web-site, Terry Clifford updated all reports
July

✓ Launched the Joint Task Force on Nurse Civility, a collaboration between ASPAN, AANA and AORN to be Co-Chaired by Dr. Dina Krenzischek, committee members: Kim Godfrey, Connie Hardy Tabet, Deborah Moengen, and Angelique Weathersby.
✓ September/October Breathline article submitted
✓ Research grant awarded to Dr. Peggy McNeill to explore the impact of COVID19 on perianesthesia nurses
✓ ASPAN Leadership Covid19 Townhall
✓ ASPAN Leadership Covid19 Townhall survey
✓ Feedback gathered from the two opportunities above complied, shared with the BOD and component leaders, and utilized to identify topics of interests and needs of leaders
✓ “Virtual Meeting Tip Sheet” created shared BOD and component leaders (based on townhall feedback)
✓ Creation Component Leadership Toolbox with assignments for members of BOD (based on townhall feedback)
✓ APSF discussion to collaborate on creation of multi-disciplinary handoff tool
July

- ASPAN Pain Assessment and Documentation Practices Manuscript accepted for publication by JoPAN
- Well-being SWT tab and Facebook page to share resources and education
- Collaborated Well-being SWT coordinators in identifying some resources and subject matter experts they could interview to create podcasts
- Participated in inaugural zoom meeting for the Innovation SWT
- Completed review all ASPAN Scholarship Applications
- Confirmed speaker for Development Breakfast for 2021 conference
- Moved LDI into a virtual format
- Accepted invitation to be “virtually” present at opening ceremonies at American College of Surgeons
- Signed on to support the Nursing Community Coalition letter to Programs and $182 million for the National Institute of Nursing Research in FY 2021
- Townhall with NEVAPAN
- Dr. Denise O’Brien leading creation of ASPAN’s Documentation Guidelines, a companion to S&G
August coming soon

- Collaborating on PACU Patient Complexity Index Concept Mapping manuscript
- ASPAN BOD meeting 16th
- ASPAN Component Leadership Toolbox further development